Navy

routines

Grey

investigate

Brown

practical

Navy

Pure routines

Routine and
formal
inquires

Grey

Investigations
using formal
procedures
such as
checklists

Pure
investigation

Brown

Practical
action that
uses flexibility
and
occasionally
routine
procedures,
even personal
routines
Using standard
procedures in
an emergency

Practical
Pure practical
action that is
sensitive to
information
in order to
determine the
next action
step

routines

investigate

practical

Orange

emergency

Pink

caring

Purple

authority

Collecting
expert
opinion and
as much
information
as possible
regarding an
emergency

Routine
behavior with
the possibility
of being
flexible and
using
initiative if
necessary
Investigations
using
initiatives and
ad hoc action
to obtain more
information

Practical
moment-tomoment action
in a rapidly
changing
emergency
situation
before
planning
becoming
possible
Using routines Listening and Practical
for dealing
noting in
action and
with delicate
order to offer initiatives in
situations
help and
helping people
involving
comfort
feelings and
emotions; can
be personal
routines
Formal
Using official Practical
behavior as
statistics and action and
part of an
information
individual
official
channels
initiatives
position
with the
framework of
an official
position

Orange

emergency

Pink

caring

Purple

authority

Routine
Routine
procedure in an procedures
emergency
carried out in
a gentle
manner

Routine
procedures
with the
weight of an
official role
behind them

Investigations
in dangerous
and sensitive
situations,
such as
infiltration and
undercover
assignments
Practical
action in a
dangerous or
potentially
dangerous
environment

Investigation
using
sensitive and
considerate
manner to
obtain
information

Investigations
using an
official
position to
collect
information

Practical
action in a
sensitive
human
situation
where
feelings and
emotions are
involved
Dealing with
human
suffering in
an emergency

Practical
action dealing
with different
official and
therefore
requiring the
use of an
official
position
Dealing with
officialdom in
an emergency;
deciding who
is in charge

Using official
channels and
positions in
order to help
people

Pure caring

Formal
behavior as
part of an
official
position

Giving orders
and organizing
in
emergencies;
leadership in a
crisis

Modifying
Pure authority
impersonal
official
behavior with
human
sensitivity

Pure
emergency

